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The internal workings of video compression software may be difficult to understand, especially motion
estimation and mode decision. In an attempt to further the transparency within the Dirac codec, this document
details diagnostic tools that allow developers to see, pictorially, what is happening inside the codec.

Written by Chris Bowley, BBC R&D, July 2004
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Introduction
This document details the development of a diagnostic instrumentation tool for the Dirac video codec. Dirac
has been released open source and therefore it is important for current and future developers to easily see and
interpret decisions made by the encoder for diagnostic purposes. In other words, this tool allows developers to
see metadata associated with an encoded picture sequence created during the encoding process.

Information is overlaid on top of the encoded sequence luminance (Y) layer in order for its relationship with
the picture sequence to be easily identified. Currently, data associated with motion estimation and
compensation is available as instrumentation. Figure 1 shows an example output of Sum of Absolute
Difference (SAD) informatio For more information on SAD block values see Overlay details: SAD or refer to
the algorithm documentation.

Figure 1. Example of diagnostic output showing SAD block values
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Overview
In this section:

Diagnostic output• 
Operation• 
Intra frame• 
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Overview

Diagnostic output

Currently, the following information can be overlaid:

Motion vectors• 
SAD with intra−coded block indication• 
Macroblock splitting mode (level 0, 1 or 2)• 
Prediction mode (reference 1, 2, 1 & 2 or intra−coded)• 

Motion vectors can be displayed as colours using a colour wheel representation of direction (hue) and size
(intensity), directional arrows or directional arrows with colour representing magnitude. The other overlays
represent data using different colours.
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Overview

Operation

This diagnostics tool has been developed as a standalone executable for ease of development outside of the
main Dirac codec. Specific code structure and internal operation is detailed here.

The executable is compile as part of the Dirac software suite and can be found under the
util/instrumentation  diractory. The following command is used to execute the program:

util/instrumentation/dirac_instrumentation −flag [flag val] input output

Input and output is in the form of raw format YUV picture files. Instrumentation data must also be present in a
file named [input_file].imt . Further details on motion data transfer is given here.

The following options dictate the mode of instrumentation:

Flag Default value Description

−motion_colour True Display motion vectors using a colour wheel

−motion_arrows False Display motion vectors using white arrows

−motion_colour_arrows False Display motion vectors using coloured arrows

−global false Display global motion vectors using above mechanism

−global_diff false
Display difference between global motion vectors and
block motion vectors using above mechanism

−global_inliers false
Display motion vectors used to approximate global
motion

−sad False Display sum of absolute difference

−split_mode False Display macroblock splitting mode

−pred_mode False Display motion prediction mode

−no_bg False Display overlay on mid−grey luminance

−no_legend False Do not display colour legend information

−verbose False Output progress information

Table 1. Diagnostics command line flag options
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Parameter Default value Description

−ref 1 Set reference frame for motion and SAD

−clip
25* Clip value for motion vectors

10000 Clip value for SAD

−start 0 First frame to be processed

−stop end of sequence Last frame to be processed

−buffer 50 Size of internal motion data buffer

Table 2. Diagnostics command line parameter options

For example, the following syntax requesting colour arrow motion vectors for second reference on a grey
background with the legend turned off:

dirac_instrumentation −motion_colour_arrows −ref 2 −no_bg −no_legend

* This value means 25 1/8th pixel increments, the fixed motion vector resolution at the time of writing
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Intra frames

Intra−coded frames have no associated motion estimation or mode decision information and hence no overlay
output is possible for such frames. Thus the chosen background is output with the current frame number and
an ‘I’ instead of a reference frame number to indicate an intra frame.
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Overlay details
This Section presents an example of each overlay option, explaining what is depicted and how it is achieved.

In this section:

Motion vectors• 
Colour wheel♦ 
Arrows♦ 

Global motion vectors• 
SAD• 
Macroblock splitting mode• 
Prediction mode• 
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Overlay details

Motion vectors

Motion vectors can be illustrated in two basic ways: as a colour wheel or as directional arrows with the option
of size represented using colour. Motion vectors are scaled according to the temporal difference between the
picture and its reference (see Internal operation: Design issues).

In this section:

Colour wheel• 
Arrows• 
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Overlay details

Motion vectors: Colour wheel

In the colour wheel representation, hue represents direction and depth of colour represents size. This is carried
out by setting the U and V picture components equal to the x and y motion vector components (with a scaling
factor) respectively. An example of this is shown in Figure 2(b). The legend indicates in which direction
colours are found with the origin of the motion vector at the centre of the cross, i.e. orange indicates a motion
vector direction of straight down. The frame number and reference frame number are displayed in order for
the information to be put into context. In Figure 2(b), the motion vectors are in the opposite direction to the
actual displayed motion as the reference frame precedes the current frame in display order.

By default, full colour intensity represents motion vectors of 25 1/8th pixels or greater. This may be adjusted
using the command option −clip n . No colour indicates no motion.

Figure 2. (a) 'BBC comp' sequence frame 26 (b) with colour wheel motion vector field overlay
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Overlay details

Motion vectors: Arrows

Representing motion vectors as arrows results in a fixed resolution display with a single arrow representing
the mean of a group of motion vectors. An arrow block is 16x16 pixels in size and the number of motion
vectors it represents depends on the size of motion vector blocks in a picture sequence. Figure 3 uses the
‘BBC comp’ sequence frame 26 again to illustrate this.

Figure 3. 'BBC comp' sequence frame 26 with overlay of (a) motion vector arrows (b) motion vector
arrows with colour indicating size

The colour is calculated using the resultant of the combined motion vector components. By default, motion
vectors with a larger displacement than 25 1/8th pixels are clipped in order to keep a consistent colour scale.
This threshold may be adjusted using the −clip n  command−line parameter.
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Global motion

In addition to displaying motion vectors for each reference, global motion data may also been shown. Global
motion vectors and the difference between the global motion model and the block motion vectors may be
viewed using the same mechanisms as used to display block motion vectors. The motion vectors selected in
approximating global motion may also be displayed.

Global motion vectors

The −global  flag selects the display of global motion. This can be used in conjunction with −motion_colour ,
−motion_arrow  and −motion_colour_arrow  flags. To display the difference between global motion and
block motion vectors, the −global  flag is replaced with −global_diff .

The same option flags are available as can be used with the display of block motion vectors.

Global motion inliers

Motion vectors used in the approximation of global motion and those rejected are displayed using the
−global_inliers  flag.
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Sum of absolute difference

The sum of absolute difference between the predicted block and the actual frame block can also be displayed.
Figure 4 shows ‘BBC comp’ sequence frame 26 with the SAD overlay. Intra−coded blocks are indicated by a
white box, allowing a comparison between SAD value and intra decision. The −clip n  command allows
adjustment of the SAD scale.

Figure 4. 'BBC comp' sequence frame 26 with SAD overlay
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Macroblock splitting mode

Splitting mode decision displays the level to which each Macroblock is split, i.e. 1, 4 or 16 motion vectors per
Macroblock represented by levels 0, 1 and 2 respectively.

Figure 5. 'BBC comp' sequence frame 26 with splitting mode overlay
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Prediction mode

Prediction mode overlay displays which reference frame(s) each motion vector block is predicted from or
whether they are intra−coded. This display complements that of splitting mode and gives a complete account
of mode decision within the encoder. Prediction mode display is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6. 'BBC comp' sequence frame 26 with prediction mode overlay
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Internal operation and motion data transfer
This Section discusses the internal code structure of the diagnostics executable and how motion data is
transferred from the encoder.

In this section:

Motion data transfer• 
Internal motion data buffer• 
Code structure• 
Design issues• 
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Internal operation and motion data transfer

Motion data transfer

In the encoder, motion data for each motion compensated frame of the sequence is output for use in the
diagnostic tool. A text file is created in the same location as the encoded output sequence and is given the
name [output_file].imt . Data for each frame is then written to this file. The vast majority of data is
encapsulated in the MEData class and hence its operator<<  and operator>>  are overloaded. The motion data
text file structure is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Frame motion data text file structure

Two−dimensional array data is formatted with carriage returns after each row in order for the motion data to
be easily viewed in a spredsheet.
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Internal operation and motion data transfer

Internal motion data frame buffer

The motion data file is written in the encoded frame order. The diagnostic program therefore requires an input
buffer to avoid lengthy parsing of the file or searching for frames in display order. The buffer is made up of a
fixed−size one−dimensional array, the size of which can be set by command−line option and defaults to 50
frames. The motion file is read once only in the forward direction and frame data is written to the buffer at the
position [frame_number % array_size]

It is therefore required that the buffer is large enough in order for frame data not to be overwritten before it is
used. Such overwriting results in the program exiting.

The frame buffer may be reduced in size to minimise the program memory footprint. Another method of
achieving this and to avoid buffer failure on sequences which require a very large buffer size, a sub−section of
the sequence may be viewed in isolation using the −start  and −stop  command−line parameters.
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Internal operation and motion data transfer

Code structure

The code is organised as illustrated in Figure 8. An inheritance tree is used to separate each overlay into
distinct classes with the interface defined by the pure virtual functions in the base class. This structure has two
advantages; firstly additional overlays may be added with minimal change to written classes (a new overlay
would need to be declared in the Overlay class). Secondly, this structure allows for runtime polymorphism
where a pointer of type DrawOverlay  is declared and can be used to point at any of its sub−classes. The
DrawBlock()  function is called on the pointer in order for the overlay to be drawn but the decision of which
object to instantiate is made at runtime.

Figure 8. Flow of operation and class structure
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Design Issues

Without describing the overlay classes in detail, a number of design issues should be discussed.

Firstly, consideration of the various chroma formats was important. The number of chroma samples relative to
the number of luma samples varies across different formats. Two scaling factors are set to the ratio of luma to
chroma samples horizontally and vertically. These allow format independent components, such as the colour
legend, to be displayed correctly, irrespective of format.

Motion vectors for each frame vary in size due to the frame displacement between the current and reference
frames. In other words, motion vectors include a temporal frame difference as well as a spatial frame
difference. To normalise the display of motion vectors from frame to frame, a scaling factor is set to the
separation between the current and reference frames. Motion vectors are then scaled by this factor.

Colour legends and frame information are displayed on the left−hand edge of the picture. It may be necessary
to add padding to the picture during compression in order for the frame dimensions to equal an integer number
of macroblocks (refer to the algorithm documentation). This is required due to the 4 level wavelet
decomposition used. It is therefore difficult to gaurantee the location of the right−hand edge of the picture in
the picture data arrays.
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